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Gladys Bel 
Gladys Bel's drawings appear lit~e 
messages from another world-perl1.aps 
the world of the subconscious mind 

-so compelling and strange a re 
their images. Having initially studied 

poetry and ceramics, t he artist creates 

worl~ informed by both earlier pursuits. 
H er mature worl~s-exquisite drawings 

seen alone or in groups-retain 
references to the lyrical, metapho ric, 
and syntactical structures of poetry, 

and also to the sensual, often bio
morphic qualities of clay. 

Bel's early work in ceramic heightened 
ber l~een sensitivity to the corporeal 

aspects of clay, a sensitivity still evident 

in her sepia drawings, their very color 
a reminder of clay. In ceramic worl~s 
that alluded obliquely to the abstracted 
body, Bel once explored the metaphoric 
properties of the m edium-its formal 

similarities to, for instance, flesh. 
Her works in clay eventually m oved 
beyond these formal "rhymes" with 

the body, to sculptures informed by 
a cooler, m ore intellectual order. 

These modular groupings relied on 

a systemic order and analytic precision, 
interrupted only by the accidents 
inherent to the medium (e.g. breal~age 
in the kiln). The serial, structural 
nature of these later clayworl~s, coupled 

witb the sensual and m etaphorical 

qualities of t beir predecessors, con
tinue to inform Bel's more recent 

worl~s-her inspired and long-running 
oeuvre of drawings. 

Initially, Bel employed drawings sin1.ply 
as preparatory studies for ceramic 

sculptures. Soon it became evident, 
bowever, that the drawings themselves 

- irrespective of any resulting 
sculptural object-could function 

effectively on their own. In fact, Bel 
astutely discerned that the drawings 
could be and do more than m ere 

sculptures . They exceeded what was 
possible in clay-in scale, complexi
ty, and facture. Bel then began t o 

focus almost exclusively on mal~ing 
drawings, many of these still hint ing 
at the three-dimensional clayworl~s 
they might have become-molded, 
articulated volumes. 

The artist's drawings even today rely 
upon aspect s of the early drawings. 

The images are isolated on blanl~, 
unin:flected fields, floating in the center 
of the sheet. T lllts, a logical decision 
for the early "sch ematic drawings" 

has become a compositional a nd 

aesthetic ch o ice in later worl~s . The 

drawings fa ll generally into two cat
egories: highly modeled, illusionistic 
render ings in sepia or cbarcoal; and 

flat, sJbouetted shapes, of-ten rendered 
in blacl~ . The Greenbergian logic of 
Bel's two m odes is clear: while in the 
service of a three-dimensional m edium 

(ceramic), the drawings came to be 
rendered witb convincin g illusion ism; 

when they are to be seen as drawings, 
they proudly and overtly evidence 

their own flatness. 

Tbe images t l1.em selves vary tremen

dously in terms of origi n and result. 
Bel is an image-scavenger. S he sifts 
through all manner of media seeking 

an evocative shape, someth ing t hat 
startles her, retains her interest, or 
calls to mind a memory. O ld-master 

paintings, magazines, antique bool~s, 
billboards and flea marl~et treasures 
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provide fodder fo r Bel's voluminous 

sbetchbool~s . In these notebool~s, Bel 
then refines, extracts, distorts, co1.Jiates, 
and abbreviates shapes that have cap

tured h er attention, seel~ing a lways 
to produce the purest, most efficient 
sign. S he intends that these forms 

carry weight and m eaning, even if 
these are n ot immediately readable 
or specific. Many have for the artist 

a sort of Proustian recollective power 
-whetb.er conscious or subconscious. 
They are intended to trigger associ

ations and memories. By tb.e time 
Bel b.as put tb.ese images throu gb. 
tb.eir many transformations, sb.e h as 

usually rendered tb.e original source 
all but unrecognizable. 

Once b.aving refined a form t o its 
f " 1 " f essence-a sort o p 1oneme o 

meaning in her eni gmatic visual 
language-Bel ch ooses on e o f her 

favored means of presentation for the 
finished drawing. One manner is the 

rapidly executed blacl~ silhouette, 

each present ed on a small sh ee t, 
pinned in grid format ion directly to 
the wall. A large grouping of these 

su ggest s multiple possible readings
numerou s interconnections and 

relationships between and among the 
individual images. One encounters 
a veritable encyclopedia of these 

units of meaning strung together, 
and one cannot avoid tb.e impulse 
to find implied narratives. As the 

eye travels from left to right, t op to 
bottom, evocative connections leap 
fo rward from the juxtapositio ns. 

This syntax of forms is the unedited 
Bel-a peel~ into the worl~ings of 
h er eye and mind. 

O ccas io nally, the shapes in even 

these flattest of drawings rl1yme for
mally with the body, its part s and its 
t en sions (in a manner reminiscent 

of her earlier ceramic worl~s). One 
finds an uncomfortable sexu al 
ambigu ily in a few of the images

a swollenness h ere, a pen etrat ed 
orifice tb.ere. O ccasionally, Bel will 
satisfy h erself t o draw a highly 

recognizable figure (or animal or 
object), provided its comportment 
or attitude is evocative enough. 

These figurative drawings f-unction 
IJ~e proper nouns in the context of 
Bel 's syntax of images. They stand 

out for their readability, but they 
do no-1: diminisl1 tl1e power of those 

less- (consciously)- recognizable 
images surroundi ng tl1em. 

Her next step is often to ref ine 
further, to cull a few of the m ost 

evocative shapes and to render them 
in illusionistic, f-inely-tuned drawings. 
In this, Bel's oth er favored manner, 

the virtuoso drawing harl~ens back 
to her earliest schematic renderings . 
Having forced the images throu gh 

various level s of refinem ent and 
adjustment, however, Bell1ere creates 

drawings of three-dimensional forms 
that could never be (least of all in 

ceramic). However convincing the 
illusionism, these drawings are occa
sionally "marred" by an intentional 

inl~ drip or spill, reminding us that 
they exist only in the realm of drawing. 

They are replacements for tl1e phys
ical world, efficient signs for som e 

pre-lingual m em o ry. Often a s ingle 
worl~ among these will contain the 
tl1oughts and images of many earlier 

worl~s, synthesized into an even 
m or e complex, eccentric whole. 

These drawings, whether small sepia 

inl~s or large charcoals, stand alone. 
They are Bel's icons, m eaning-laden 
signs in a mysterious language barely 

glimpsed. Or perhaps they are traces 
of a fleeting world that we h ave been 
able only to intuit heret ofore. Marcel 

Duchamp imagined objects in the 
fourth dimension that, passing through 
o ur world, might leave behind three
dimensional traces or "shadows." In 
Gladys Bel 's work a viewer might 

imagine eccentric, otherworldly 3 -D 

objects passing through two-dimensional 
fields, leaving behind their own strange 
and enigmatic "shadows." Bel seems 

to have achieved ready access to this 
otl1er world, and to have acquired 

a clear grasp of its objects. She has 
learned a good bi-t: about its language, 

perl1aps even i-l:s poetry. And, with 
her estimable work she has been good 
enou gl1 to share with us her findings 

- in stimulating, extrao rdinarily 
evocative drawings. 
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Now celebrating its 20th anniversary, Women 
& Their Work presents over 50 events a year in 
visual art, dance. theater·. music, literatur·c. and 
fi lm. The gallery feaLUres on-going exhibitions of 
Texas women ar·tists and brings ar·ti sts of 
national staLUre to Texas aud iences. Since its 
founding, Women & Their· Work has presented 
1495 artists in 168 visual art exhibitions. 81 
music, dance. and theater events. 19 literary 
readings, 12 film festival s, and 116 workshops. 
in programming that reflects the ethnic and 
cul tural diversi ty of this region. Na tiona lly 
recognized, Women & Their Work has been featured 
in Art in America, ArtForum and Nationa l 
Public Radio and was the first organization 
in Texas to rece ive a grant in visual art from 
the National Endowment for the Arts. 
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Women & Thei r' Work reaches over 5.000 school 
children and teachers each year through galler·y 
tours, gallery talks wi th exhibi ting artists. par
ti cipator·y workshops. in-school perfor·mances, 
dance master classes, and teacher workshops. 
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